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Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic automobile
consignment dealerships in the wor Here is a Ford F Camper Special in good condition. It starts
and runs well. The current own Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power comes
from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was
garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in
andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth
Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. This Chevrolet
Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is powered by
an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale leather
interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Ford's F-Series
emphasis for the early part of the s was undoubtedly in the style department, as the company
continued to inject car-like trim options into what most people considered a work vehicle.
Despite being primarily a carryover year, wasn't without change. Many of those changes were
made by choice, while others were a product of the changing times. We are not affiliated with
the producer of this video, we are including it here because it shows a really nice example of a F
A redesigned grille that would adopt the nickname "egg crate" made its debut in The new
design maintained the vertical split in the middle, but added a single horizontal bar running
from left to right, creating six prominent slots per side. Ford continued to develop new trim
levels and packages, including the Explorer trim package, of which the name would ultimately
lead to another revolutionary Ford truck known today as the Ford Explorer sport-utility vehicle.
Minor color changes graced the line as well as some mandated changes - notably the first
exhaust emission systems and fuel vapor containment devices were installed for Horsepower
levels in the F-Series would be relatively stable for a couple more years, but increasing
emission standards would soon take a significant bite out of performance that wouldn't be
recovered for at least a decade. Keen to not interfere with a good thing, Ford stuck with the
model and trim lineup revisions the company had implemented the previous year. Pickup
shoppers could choose between the F, F, and F with either Styleside or Flareside beds. These
trucks could be outfitted with four trim levels, starting with the entry-level Custom and moving
up to Sport Custom, Ranger, and ending with the Ranger XLT. New exhaust emission control
systems were mandated for , though power ratings were essentially unaffected. The standard
cubic-inch inline six cylinder did lose 10 horsepower and 4 pound-feet of torque, but the other
F-Series mills - all of which carried over from - were unaffected. The three-speed manual
continued on as the base transmission option, with the three-speed Cruise-O-Matic auto
becoming more popular by the day. The four-speed manual was the only other transmission
option; it was a popular choice for those seeking heavier duty applications. Fifth-generation
Ford pickups continue to rise in popularity. They have now started to reach the year-old mark
and the aftermarket has stepped up to provide restoration and upgraded parts well beyond what
was available just a few years ago. When you start talking about a crew-cab pickup from this
era, they become very rare. You can also dive deeper with a Marti Report which will tell you how
rare the options for your truck are. L indicates it was made in March of This truck is definitely a
project. You can see the saddle-blanket seat cover which almost seems to have been standard
equipment for 70s Fords. Overall, it just looks like it needs a good cleaning and tidying up. As
stated before, the VIN tag would show you what color the truck was sprayed in from the factory.
The engine is a cubic inch V8 which the seller has been sitting for a number of years. I guess
that pretty much answers that question. These trucks can be pretty neat family haulers when
done well. This one will take a ton of work, but with the rarity of crew-cab pickups from this era,

I bet someone will take a shot at restoring it. What do you think? Is a crew cab pickup your
ultimate family hauler? Love these trucks!! In fact in December I was able to purchase a 71
standard cab on barn find!! Another case of wanting everything I see!! The four door with a four
speed and 4 wheel drive would be great for the family to go to dinner in or a weekend camping
trip!! Could of, should of, would of!!! Cab, back doors right front fender are from one truck. Just
seems to me people are trying to get top dollar for what I would call junk. Y 4WD in such a big
vehicle never made sense to me. The smaller the better for that get in tight spaces? May B rd
work? Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the
homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds.
Montana Danford. More: Ford. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments TimM. For a Ford F,
this thing is long! Must be tough parallel parking. John Wilburn. That would make a sweet
vintage race car hauler. J W Lakes. Bob M. Stored For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency:
Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime.
Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe
later. Free View Limit Reached! Back in the sixties and seventies, pickups with sleeping
campers were frequently seen, where today most campers or trailers are just pulled behind
vehicles. In , and other years as well, Ford built a pickup truck specifically for the purpose of
carrying a camper. This truck is in original condition. Here is one of those interiors that it hardly
looks like anyone ever sat in it. My father bought a new regular Ford F Sport Custom pickup
with factory installed air conditioning, and the interior was this same pattern and color. Even
though the air conditioning was factory installed, it fitted underneath the radio and glove box
area rather than having vents in the dash. The top of the dash, seats and door panels of this
truck are in great condition. This truck has automatic transmission. The truck has only had two
owners. It has only 13, miles listed as 13, in the ad. There are no engine pictures, but it has a
powerful cubic inch V-8 that originally produced horsepower. More than likely this truck will
never be used to carry a camper again. They are still being made even though they are a rare
sight on the road. Could that be you? Green on green with a camper package. People are going
to want this just for the memories. Nice truck! I doubt if that rear bumper was supplied by Ford;
I have no doubt that it came from a camper supplier. The stock carburetor on this was not a
good match. We ran a number of FE both and engines and a swap to a Holley 2bbl was a good
move. Add a set of dual exhausts and a proper advance curve and they went like Jack, the Bear.
Come to Poppa! I hope that the original owner got full satisfaction from having this truck. No
radioâ€¦he made up a box and hung an old Chevy tube radio under the dash. He too mounted
under the dash. Might have come from JC Whitney. No push buttons. He worked in the oil fields
of southeast Ohio, and other than the local small town station the only stations it could pick up
were 50, watt WLW in Cincinnati and WTVN in Columbus barely. We just converted the 2bbl
carburetor to TBI fuel injection. It runs way better than the carb and I was able to retain the
original air cleaner so it looks stock. Often these low mileage claims are beyond belief, but
when it comes to trucks that hauled campers, I can come closer to believing because they often
sat around waiting for the next big adventure, just like a motorhome. Merry Christmas! This
truck is a steal at 7k, would probably jump up to 20k put thru a big top auction! In pickups did
not come standard with bumpers, had a stripped dodge that we ordeted abumper ftom jc
whitney. Awesome looking truck. No one in my immediate family ever owned one. My favourites
have always been the F and F Spare tires were also an option. These trucks came standard with
a wheel in an under chassis carrier, but a tire was optional. Stories of mechanics getting killed
or maimed trying to mount wrong size tires on these oddball wheels were common. I remember
when my father was ordering his 67 F Rear bumper, radio, spare tire, heater were options. Base
engine was a six, he ordered the , heater, spare tire, rear bumper. Wimbledon white. Seat belts
were standard but he tried to delete them. I could be wrong, but I think they replaced the
split-rim inchers. I had a 72 with the They were those dreadful split rims that caused so much
havoc. Think, its a deal at 7 large. Price a new one. Great trailer hauler. LOve it. Good luck to the
new owner. These were terrific tough trucks. Here in the rust belt the salt would fly off the tire
and lay in the cab mounts. Not many native trucks like this here. Good luck to the new owner!!
Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage
instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue
reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Bill Owens.
More: Ford. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments TimS. Great looking truck Keithâ€¦which
TBI did you use? Fred W. Did the Camper Special have an extended rear wheelbase? Todd
Zuercher. The VIN decodes as a , not a Built in NJ, delivered to Boston, 3. Gay Car Nut. Nice
truck. Many a neighbor had one of these to haul a cab-over camper. Matthew Paulsen. Any
pictures of this truck. Cheers GPC 2. Fiete T. All the gas consumption of the , not nearly the

powerâ€¦but a nice truck 2. Meg m. My husband would love this. Where is this beauty?. Stored
For 16 Years: Dodge Charger. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free
daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email
to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached! Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Prominent features included a
pronounced horizontal crease that bisected the bodywork, straight-edged wheel well openings,
and a more intricate grille assembly. Trim levels were standard cab, Custom Cab, and Ranger.
Powertrain availability continued from the previous year, but in the V-8 engine options were
significantly changed. The cid Y-block was dropped, replaced with and cid V-8s. These mills
were FE Ford-Edsel architecture engines, the former essentially a destroked for better torque.
Also for , like all vehicles sold in the U. The small-block V-8 was added to the option list for ;
while saw both a new grille structure and the introduction of a now popular series, the
XLTâ€”specifically the Ranger XLT. Th
2001 dodge ram radio wiring harness
2010 vw bug
04 oldsmobile alero
e XLT featured color-keyed full carpeting, pleated cloth and vinyl seats, extra insulation, even
more bright trim and a wood-tone tailgate panel. Additionally, a spring special Explorer package
was added â€” exclusively painted Grabber Blue and Explorer Green. Models for made do with
minor trim changes, along with the chrome front bumper and bright aluminum grille being
standard, ending the era of painted grilles for entry level pickups at Ford. The model year was
essentially a carry-over, before the F-Series was replaced by a new generation for For all
Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event
of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s
is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your
Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in
nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected.

